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 ESTIMATION FOR DOMAINS IN SAMPLING
 ON TWO OCCASIONS

 By T. P. TRIPATHI
 Indian Statistical Institute

 SUMMARY. For a strategy of sampling to estimate domain and over-all population
 means, on a current occasion using sampled data on the current and a previous occasion, optimal
 matching policies are investigated vis-a-vis specific competitive alternatives.

 1. Introduction
 In practice, the problem of estimating domain means, totals and pro

 portions etc. on various occasions assumes considerable importance. The
 problem of estimating sub-population parameters on successive occasions
 arises mainly due to

 (i) change in the value, for various units in the population (hence in
 the domains), of the character(s) under study from one point of time to the
 other, or

 (ii) change in the number of units in domains, or

 (iii) change in the domain structure from one occasion to the other i.e.
 entry (or exit) of some units into (or from) a domain, or

 (iv) any two or more changes listed above in (i) to (iii).

 In this paper we consider, for a finite population, the problem of simulta
 neous estimation of if-domain means and the over-all mean on a current

 occasion using a partial replacement scheme.

 2. Proposed sampling strategy

 Let U = {1, ..., N} be a finite population of N units and y a real variable
 defined on U. Let {Dx, ..., Djc) be a partition of U on the second occasion
 into domains Di consisting of Nm unknown units on occasion h (h = I, 2),
 k

 2 Nm == N. Let y hi] denote the value of y for j-th unit in the domain D< and ?=i

 Ym = 2 yhij/Nhi
 ;=i

 the mean of Z>< on occasion h = 1, 2.

 AM S (1980) subject classification : 62D05.
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 For the simultaneous estimation of domain means Y2i (i = 1, ..., k) and
 the population mean on the second occasion, we propose the following sampling
 procedure.

 On the first occasion an SRSWOR 81 of size n is drawn from U. On the
 second occasion, the sample S2 = (S2m, S2U) is drawn with S2m (matched)
 of m units from ^ as an SRSWOR and S2U (unmatched or replaced) of u
 units independently from U as another SRSWOR.

 Let m2i ( ^ 0) and u2i ( ^ 0) be the number of units in S2m and S2u
 k k

 respectively coming from D\ ; 2 m2i = m, 2 u2i = u.

 mhi u??i

 Let $?*i= s ywlm**> h==l>2> yU2i = .J vwlu* (2J)
 nu

 Vnii = 2 j/^/wn ;

 where nxi ( ^ 0) and m1{ ( ^ 0) are the number of units in S? and S2m respec
 tively which belonged to D. on the first occasion.

 For estimating Y2i, we propose an estimator

 y2i = u>gm+{i-u>)9U2i ... (2.2)
 where ymi = yma??(yWli?y?u.) with w as a suitably chosen weight.

 To derive variance expressions we define

 r 1, if j-th unit falls in D? on occasion h, h = 1, 2
 dhij == -{

 ^ 0. otherwise
 and thij = dhij yhij giving

 Vm2i = himld2m\ VU2i = hiu/d2iu

 Vmii = him/dum', ynii = *W^i**
 m m

 where ?^w = 2 any yhij ?m; dhm = 2 ??^/m, A = 1, 2

 u u

 t2iu = 2 d2ij y2ijlu; d2iu = 2 d2ijju

 w ?

 llin = 2 ?^ 2/?;/^; dlin = 2 ?n//n.
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 Replacing NfcN?1) by unity, to the terms of order m-1 and u~x we get

 where At = (N/N2i) o-&

 with N*: number of i-th domain units common to the first and second
 occasions.

 _ *? ?;
 Y*ni = 2 yMJIN*; o% = 2 (^-F^W i /-i

 i=i

 Assuming that the sample size is same on both the occasions, i.e. m+u~n,
 and using optimum weight w, which minimizes the variance of y2?, we find,
 using (2.3), that

 V(fj A = ( 1 \(l-/+A/M^[(l-A/)-(l-A)^/^,] ,
 Ky2t) \nl {l-2?f+2?*f)-{l-?YBi?Ai '" K'}

 where/= n/N is the sampling fraction and ? = m\n is the matched proportion.

 3. Optimum matched proportion

 For the optimal matching proportion, viz.,

 the minimal resulting variance is

 V0(y*) = ^Ml-f+d-BilAtf'Z] ... (3.2)
 In case the structure of the domain Di remains unchanged on the two

 occasions, we may assume that

 NM = N? ; Ym = TM, <rM = <i for each ? = 1, 2. ... (3.3)
 Further assuming that

 ?ii = o-? = o? (say) (3-4)
 Bl-14
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 (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to

 W=- f?l-??= ... (3.5)
 1 N

 VM*) = ? ^y ^2[i-/+ V2 Vi-p?]. .- (3-6)
 It may be seen from (2.3) that __.*?B% > 0 giving B%\A% ^ 1. However

 BifAi may either be positive or negative. In case BtjAt > 0, the A^ in
 (3.1) cannot exceed J. Thus for /?< > | in (3.5), we have A(0f) < |.

 Noting that p% is the correlation coefficient between the first and second
 occasion values on those units of the domain D% which are common to both
 the occasions, one may obtain, from(3.5), the optimum matched proportions

 Ajp for estimating Y<$ corresponding to a specified value of pi in (?1, 1).
 In practice, simultaneous estimation of all domain means {F2$}, ? = 1, ..., &
 may be required, in which case a compromise has to be made between various

 values AJp, ..., A<*}. In case pi, ..., p^ do not differ appreciably from each
 other, same optimum matched proportion can be used for estimation of
 I^2i> > ?& However, if pi differ considerably from each other (especially if
 pi < 0 for some i and p% > 0 for other), a suitable compromise may be diffi
 cult and the above sampling strategy may not be suitable for simultaneous
 estimation of F2* for each i = 1, ..., k. The results in the next section
 provide guidelines in case either p% <; | or pi> \ for each or for some
 i = l9 ..., k.

 4. Comparisons and discussion

 Let the sampling scheme proposed in Section 2 based on partial matching
 (0 < A < 1) be denoted by Su) and the schemes based on complete matching
 (A = 1, u ? 0) and complete replacement (A = 0, u = n) be denoted by S{1)
 and ${0) respectively. If n2i and n\{ denote the number of units in S2 =
 {?2m}m=? anc* ^2 ^ {^2u}u=n respectively coming from Di, the estimators
 for Y2i based on 8it) and 8iQ) may be taken as

 1 *2? 1 n2i
 Vmi) = ? S 2/2tf = W^tfn and &i<0) = ^* S y2tf = ?sin/^iw tt2i j=l n2ii=l

 respectively with

 Vi?av) = V{yzm) = (i-^) ?i ... (4.1)
 which is same as V(y2i) in (2.4) with A = 1 or A = 0.
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 If the sampling fraction / is ignored, from (2.4) and (4.1) we find that the

 sampling strategy Tx = (SU), y2i) would be better than both of the strategies
 Ti = (#<i)> ?2?i)) and To = (#??> y*M?) provided Bt > 0. Thus if (3.3) and
 (3.4) are satisfied and/>$ > J, for each i = 1, ..., k, one may use a suitable
 A(0?e(0, 0.5) for simultaneous estimation of {Y2X, ..., Y2k)- In case B% < 0,
 or in particular pi <? |, it would be advisable to use either of the strategies
 Tx and T0.

 Table 4.1 gives the values of optimum matchings in (3.1) and the
 percent relative gain in efficiency (PRGE) of optimum matching over no
 matching, complete matching, 25% matching, 50% matching and 75%
 matching (? = 0, 1, 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 respectively) as obtained from

 PRGE = ffi^-jyfa) x 100 Tofo?)

 for/=: 0 in (2.4) and (3.2) and for various values of Bi\A%.

 We note that, A$> is a monotonically decreasing function of B%\Ai in (0, 1).
 The PRGE over ? = \ and ? = f increases monotonically with 0 > Bi\A\ < 1.
 However PRGE over ? = J increases monotonically for 0 < B%\A% < \ and
 decreases monotonically for \ < BijAi < 1.

 TABLE 4.1. PRGE OF OPTIMUM MATCHING OVER OTHER MATCHINGS

 optimum
 Bi\A\ percent percent relative gain in efficiency of M) over matched
 100 A?) X = 0 or X = 1 X = 1/4 X = 1/2 A = 3/4

 0.1 48.7 2.6 0.6 0 0.7

 0.2 47.2 5.6 1.1 0 1.6

 0.3 45.6 8.9 1.5 0 2.7

 0.4 43.6 12.7 1.8 0.2 4.0

 0.5 41.4 17.2 1.9 0.4 5.8

 0.6 38.7 22.5 1.7 0.9 8.2

 0.7 35.4 29.2 1.2 1.8 11.5

 0.8 30.9 38.2 0.5 3.6 16.4

 0.9 24.0 51.9 0 7.8 24.8
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 From Table 4.1 we observe that the PRGE of optimum matching
 over 50% matching is almost negligible for 0 < Bi/Ai < 0.6 and moderate
 for 0.6 < Bi/Ai < 0.9. Further the PRGE of optimum matching over 25%
 matching is quite small for 0 < Bi/Ai < 1. Thus, if 0 < Bi/Ai < 1 or
 2 < Pi < ! under (3.3) and (3.4), 25% percent of the units in the sample Sx

 may be retained randomly in the sample S2 for simultaneous estimation of
 all the domain means Y2h i = 1> > &

 However, for 0 < Bi/Ai < 0.6 or 0.5 < pt < 0.8 under (3.3) and (3.4),
 it may be preferable to retain 50% of the units in Sx for S2. As indicated

 earlier, if Bi ^ 0 or pi ^ | under (3.3) and (3.4), one may either retain all

 the units in Sx for observing on the second occasion or draw a completely
 fresh sample.

 Thus it is interesting to note that for the estimation of domain means
 Y2i for some i or all i = 1, ..., k on the second occasion, one need not bother,
 for optimum proportion to be matched and may either retain all the units
 or no unit in case Bi < 0, and retain 25% units, in case 0 < B%\A% < 1.

 It may also be shown that for ? \ < Bi/Ai < 0, i.e. 0.25 < pi < 0.5
 under (3.3) and (3.4), the gain in efficiency by using no matching or 100%
 matching over 25% matching is not appreciable. Thus in practice if pi ^ 1/2
 for most of the domains and \ <? pi < 1/2 for remaining ones, we may in
 fact adopt the proposed sampling strategy Tx = (S(x), y2\) with A = m/n
 = 0.25. However, if pi < 1/2 for most of i = 1, ..., k, it would be advisable
 to use either of the strategies

 Tx = (S<i), fod)) and T0 = (S{0), y2m).

 5. Concluding remarks

 In most situations of practical importance one is interested in not only
 estimating the domain means F2l- (i = 1? , k) but also the over-all mean

 y2 = S y2J/N.

 Based on the sampling procedure given in Section 2, an unbiased
 estimator for F2 may be taken as

 Pi = * ytm+tt-w*) y2U ... (5.1)
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 with
 fi 2m == y 2m Wim y in)

 ?J2U = ? S y2j ; yhm = - 2 yhj (h = 1, 2) ; yin = ? 2 ^
 ?* 4fi*?-. m jes2m 1l js^i

 where w* is a suitably chosen weight.

 The formulae for V(y2U), V(ylm), V(y\) with optimum weight w*9 optimum
 value of matched proportion A = m[n and the resulting optimum variance
 V0(yl) are, then, given by (2.3), (2.4), (3.1) and (3.2) respectively with
 At and Bi replaced by A and B respectively, where

 A = 8?v;B=2p8iy82y-8?v ... (5.2)
 with 8% = 2 (yhi-Yh)2l(N-l)9 h=l92; i=i

 p being the correlation coefficient between ?/-values on the two occasions.
 It may be noted that B\A < 1. It follows that discussion in Section 4 with
 Bi/Af replaced by B\A is valid for y\ as well and same A may be used for simul
 taneous estimation of F2 and Y2i (i = 1, ..., k).

 Ignoring the sampling fraction / = n/N and assuming that Siy = 82y,
 we get, using optimum weights w*,

 Vt4f\ X A l+(l-2p) (1-A)
 V(y2) = -A. 1+{1_2p) (1_A)2 ... (5-3)

 which is same as the formula obtained by Raj (1965).

 Denoting y\ by y2 in case regression estimator is used in place of y\m in
 (5.1), we have, from Cochran (1977, p. 347),

 From (5.3) and (5.4), the relative gain in efficiency of y2 over y\, for same
 A, is given by

 f?PFhf I **) - V^~V^ - A(l-A) (1-p)?
 BGE{y,\y2) - ?^- [1_(1_A)p2][1+(1_2/))(1_A)2] - M

 which monotonically decreases with p(0 < p <; 1) for a given A.

 In case corresponding optimum matched proportions are used in y\ and
 y2, the relative gain in efficiency is given by

 ROE (y0Z\y02)-y^?-' i + Vl_p2 - (5-6)
 which monotonically decreases with p(0.5 <; p < 1).
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 Table 5.1 gives the percent relative gains in efficiency of y% over
 y\ for A = 0.25 and A = 0.40 ; for corresponding optimum A in both and for
 optimum A in y2 but A = 0.25 in y\ when p = 0.5 (0.1) 0.9.

 TABLE 5.1. PERCENT RELATIVE GAIN IN EFFICIENCY OF y' OVER y*

 100RGE(y;|?*) lOORGE^Ijy 100 RGE (y'o2\y?)
 P X = 0.25 \ = 0.40 \ = 0.25

 0.5 5.8 7.1 7.1 7.1

 0.6 4.6 5.3 5.2 6.4

 0.7 3.4 3.6 3.5 5.4

 0.8 2.2 2.0 2.3 3.8

 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.3

 Table 5.1 reveals that the relative gain in efficiency of y2 over y\
 is not appreciable, especially when p !> 0.7. Noting the fact that formulae
 for variance of y\ is exact while for that of y2 is valid only for large m (because

 of the use of regression estimator in place of y\m), the use of y\ over y2 may be
 recommended especially when p is high and the situation demands a small
 matched proportion, say A = 0.25, which fares well in many situations.

 Thus based on the discussions in Sections 4 and 5, one may use, in prac

 tice, the estimators y\ and {y2i} for the simultaneous estimation of Y2 and
 {Y2i} (i=l, ..., k) respectively especially when 0 < B/A<1 and 0 < Bi/Ai<l
 (or alternatively | < p < 1 and | < pi < 1) in which case one may
 use A = 0.25 without bothering for optimum A as the resulting loss in effi
 ciency is not appreciable. In other cases the sample Sx of the first occasion
 may either be completely replaced or retained.
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